Information Bulletin #1
CFC10 Entry By Number request
Please complete and return the tables in the attachment: CFC10EntryByNumber.doc
Numbers are indicative only and are not binding on you. They are to assist the organisers with
logistics, and the DT with tournament format.
Your attention to this with return by 28 April 2010 will be appreciated.
Please email the completed form to: deploy@tpg.com.au or fax to: 61 2 9874 6168

Entry Fees
Entry fees for both CFC and CVFC have been set at:
Individual
Team

EURO – 60
EURO - 150

(An Australian Dollar conversion will be advised with entries by name request).

Referee Requirements
Two independent Category "A" FIE Referees will be invited to the event by the organisers.
Requirements by delegation are per the Championship Rules:
Championships, Open
Delegations must include referees as follows:
Less than five fencers - no referees; five to twelve fencers - one referee; thirteen to
twenty fencers - two referees and twenty one to thirty fencers - three referees.
(Please note:
1. If a country is entering only one, or two, weapons then the referee/s must be
qualified in those weapon/s.
2. If a country brings 3 referees they must cover three weapons, with at least one
referee per weapon.
3. Referees must have FIE qualifications - "A", "B", or "C".
4. If a country has no available FIE Qualified Referees, they may apply to the CFF
Secretariat for permission, EITHER to bring a referee with acceptable national
qualifications OR, at their own expense, to pay for an FIE referee from another
nation to attend.)
Championships, Veteran
It is suggested that there should be 10-12 referees per day. Each country should make
the effort to bring at least one referee for each weapon who should be of at least
National standard. Referees may be over 60.
Requests for Referees
The CFF, through the Australian Fencing Federation, will be developing a pool of referees, both
local and international, to assist delegations - at an agreed cost, to provide their required
referee quota where necessary.
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